Commitment no. 10:
Preventing and Overcoming Racist Incitement and Related Violence

To support or establish mechanisms in dealing with racist incitement and related violence leading to reconciliation.

Examples of Action:

a) To establish a pool of experts (researchers and practitioners, including those from discriminated groups) with relevant competence to carry out analyses of the situation, to provide the local community with advice, and to ensure that a proper review is followed through before responses are determined.

b) To establish an inter-agency group of knowledgeable employees, representing agencies with potential ownership of such conflicts (police, education sector, youth workers, social workers, civil society organizations, etc.), with the responsibility of coordinating actions at an early stage when racist crimes or group conflicts arise.

c) To provide training for racist crimes and conflict management to selected employees from relevant agencies and institutions (schools, youth programmes, integration offices, civil society organizations, etc.).

d) To elaborate and distribute a manual including case studies, as well as a list of organizations for help.

e) To support those local communities and entities who offers a legal and psychological services to the victims of racism and discrimination, and to those claiming discrimination.

f) To collaborate with legal professionals (e.g. bar associations), national Human Rights Commissions and Race Relations Commissions in order to provide arbitration when required.